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ABSTRACT

A topological gauge invariant lagrangian for Seiberg-Witten monopole equations is

constructed. The action is invariant under a huge class of gauge transformations which

after BRST fixing leads to the BRST invariant action associated to Seiberg-Witten

monopole topological theory. The supersymmetric transformation of the fields involved

in the construction is obtained from the nilpotcnt BRST algebra.
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The recent Seiberg-Witten rwnopole equations [1] have risen high expectations
in both mathematics and theoretical high energy physics. On one hand, the Seiberg-
Witten theory provides new means of classifying differentiable 4-manifolds, even when
the complete equivalence between the Donaldson polynomials and the Seiberg-Witten
invariants has not yet been shown. On the other, it shades a new light on the duality
problem of Quantum Field Theory.

The SU{2) topological quantum field theory of Witten [2] can be obtained from
a twisted version of N—2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory which arises directly by
BRST gauge fixing of a. Lagrangian involving only the curvature of the SU(2) connection
and tin auxiliary two form [3]. The supersymmetric transformations may be obtained
directly from the BRST algebra. As a consequence of the twisting there is no special
requirement over the spin structure on the general differentiable 4-manifold and the
quantum theory may be formulated starting from a general orientable riemmanian 4-
manifold. However, the construction of a gauge invariant action for Seiberg-Witten
monopole equations requires from the beginning the existence of a spin structure over
the 4-inanifold, luckily this existence is assured for any orientable riemmanian manifold
in four dimensions. In the case when the second Stiefel-Whitney class of the 4-manifold
is zero, i.e. u>2 — 0, the SO(n) structure group of the tangent bundle can always be
lifted to Spin(n) and, hence, to define the corresponding spin structure. In other cases
when u)2 is reducible modulo two of the integer Chern class, it is always possible to
lift SO(n) to Spinc(n) = Spin(n) x^2 [/(I) and to define a Spinc structure. As said
before, over any orientable 4-manifold a Spinc structure can always be constructed as
u)2 is always reducible modulo two of the integer Chern class [4], This property is not
valid in general for manifolds of dimension d > 4 but holds perfectly for orientable
4-manifolds. It is this unique property which allows the Seiberg-Witten construction
over a general riemmanian 4-manifold. The riemmanian requirement as we shall see
arises only at, the level of fixing the gauge of our gauge invariant action.

In this article we introduce; a topological action (1), invariant under a huge class of
local symmetries which after BRST fixing reduces to the Seiberg-Witten theory. One of
the main consequences of the existence of this action would be the possibility of relating
the SU(2) topological quantum field theory [2] directly to the Seiberg-Witten theory
[1]. In fact, the action (1) could be obtained by a partial gauge fixing that breaks
the SU(2) invariants to a U(l) in the action already obtained in [3] for the SU(2)
topological theory. This would allow to compare directly the correlation functions of
both topological theories by using the BFV theorem. This procedure seems interesting
since does not use explicitly the duality relation between both theories found in [l] nor
it does use any supersymmetric argument , the gauge actions (1) and the one found in
[3] are not supersymmetric.

The action over a general differentiable 4-manifold X vo propose is given by

S = \ f {F,xv + Btlv + l-MT^M){FpfJ + Bpa + ^'MTp<JM)dx'1 A dxv A da:' Adz", (1)
4 Jx * ^

The field F,IU is the curvature associated to the f/(l) connection A,L over a complex
line bundle L, BjWdxiL A dxu is an independent auxiliary 2-form. M and its complex
conjugate M are sections of S+ ® L and S~ ® L~x respectively, where L~l is the



complex conjugate bundle of L and S+ is one of the irreducible parts of the spinor
bundle S. For any even manifold with a Spinc structure there is always a unique
spinor bundle S associated to a representation of Spinc that splits into a direct sum
S(X) = S+(X) ®S~(X). The Clifford matrices Tfi satisfy {IV I\,} = 2gllu. The
action (1) is independent of the metric, consequently its associated partition function
is also independent of it and the observables of the quantum theory are going to be
topological invariants.

The local symmetries of this action are given by the following infinitesimal
transformations:

O; (2)

S(_Afl = etil 6fM = 0, 8CB,W = -V^y, (3)

0A, 8OB,W = {-\BTIIVM - | M r ( 1 ^ ) ; (4)

where A is the local parameter associated to the gauge structure group U(l), e and 0
are the infinitesimal parameters associated to differentiable deformations in the space
of U(\) connections and of sections of S+ ® L respectively.

The field equations associated to (1) are

F^ + B^ + l-MF^M = (3, (5)

The gauge invariances of the action (1) allow the following partial gauge fixing
conditions

± ±0. (6)
and

T'lVflM = 0, (7)

where T^V^ is the Dirac operator that maps sections of S+ <$ L to sections of S~ ® L,
it is h(;re where we need to dress up the 4-manifold X with a riemannian structure. By
using (6) into (5) the field equations then reduce to

+ B~v = 0, (8a)

^ M = (). (8b)

From (6) and (8a) we determine the auxiliary field Btiu. The eqs. (8b) and (7) are the
monopole equations obtained in [1].

We are now going to construct the BRST invariant action following standard
procedures [5]. We consider the canonical analysis of our problem in one chart VL of the
base manifold X. We shall show that the expression of the BEST charge density allows
a local treatment of this problem, ending up with a covariant effective action which



may be globally defined by patching together the local expressions. This property is an
important one since we do not require any global decomposition of X into a product
R x E as is usually the case in an ordinary canonical formulation.

The canonical form of the action is

/ dAx eL{A^k{Fjk + B.jk + ~MTjkM) + A0Vl(e
ijk{Fjk + B:)k + l-

(BQl + ^MrOlM)tijk(Fjk + Dyk + ~MrjkM)], (9)

where e^ is the partition of unity. The eq. (9) yields the canonical conjugate momenta
to A.t

With Ao and B(H + | M r O j M the Lagrange multipliers associated respectively to the
constraints

<f> = V,TT1 = 0 , (10a)

^ = 7Tl = 0, (10b)

the other constraints are given by

<f>A = T)A = 0 ,

~4>A = r j A = 0 , (10c)

where rj/\ and TjA are the conjugate momenta to MA and M respectively.
All the constraints commute, however (10a) and (10b) are not independent. The

reductibility matrix is given by
a = (Vi,~l). (11)

To construct the BUST charge we ioiiow Ref. [5] and introduce the minimal sector
of the extended phase space expanded by the conjugate pairs:

,rM);(M-4^ /1);((7 l l//
1),(C l l,/i

l l);(Cn,/;,11);(C'4,^), (12)

where we have introduced the ghost and antighost associated to the first class
constraints.

The off-shell nilpotent BRST charge is then given by:

L
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Q L = f d4xeL(~(VlCl)n
l + Cll^~2iCA

VA + 2iCATU~(VlC11)ti
u-Cllfi

1), (13)

ill, acting on the configuration space satisfies {1\ — 0. Tliis property may be directly
checked from (18).

We now define the non minimal sector of the extended phase space [5]. It contains
extra ghosts, antighosts and Lagrange multipliers. First we introduce the C-fields

v m,n i ^ mi li i Til,71— l , Z , o

where at least one of the indices m, n take the values 2 or 3. In addition to these ghost,
antighost and Lagrange multiplier fields we introduce the A and 0 fields (Lagrange
multipliers), also in the non minimal sector,

e°H; C ; m = 1,2,3

In this notation the 1 subscripts denote ghost associated to a gauge symmetry of
the action, the 2 subscripts denote antighost associated to a gauge fixing condition in
the effective action and the 3 subscripts denote Lagrange multipliers associated to a
gauge fixing condition. The effective action is then given by:

A + T]M' + ^Cx + fiuCii +S,ff = i d4x[7rlA, + r]AM

(14)

where

A2+6/?2e2), (15)

is the sum of the generalizations of the Fadeev-Popov a.nd gauge fixing terms. In
Eq.(15) X2 , X2" 1 XA an t^ XA a r e ^n e g a u S e fixing functions associated to the constraints
(10), while X12, A2 and B 2 are gauge fixing functions associated to the reducibility
problem. They must fix the longitudinal part of the fields Ci^,Aj and 8® . The BRST
transformation for the canonical variables is given by

tiz = (-iy*{zin}, (16)

where ez is the grassmariian parity of Z. The BRST transformation of the variables of
the non minimal sector are given in Ref. [5]. After integration of the auxiliary sector we



finally choose gauge fixing functions 'hat may be written in a covariant form as

X2 = V,^1 - ^C3,

X12 = V»Cl(l + \{~CAMA + MACA),

XA = -^AAMA+C3A, (17}

where C\IL — (—A^, C'n). After elimination of all conjugate momenta in the functional
integral, the BRST transformation rules of all the remaining geometrical objects are
covariant and take the form

6Cn -

Ciii

= o,

0,

SC,]llL/ = 0,

^c13 - 0,

^ 7 1 = 0,

if = °'
(18)

C2/ii/ find Cr!M^ arc self dual fields. The BRST invariant, action, once we have eliminated
B/IU , may be written as

where

6 ° ~ 8 < 2J
 H o - -

(20)



h C(AMB))

- ^C13{CAMA -

(22)

and finally
S3 = < C 3 ( X V - f <?3) + Ca^P '^d - C2V^C[l > . (23)

where < .... > denotes integration on the 4-manifold X. In these expressions we have
rewritten the objects with world indices in terms of the corresponding ones with spinorial
indices. We use the same notation as in [1], So corresponds to the action used by Witten
in deriving the vanishing theorems in [1]. While S\ + 52 + S3 are the contributions of
the ghost and antighost fields in order to have a BRST invariant action. The action SQ
agrees with the bosonic sector of the gauge fixed action proposed in. The difference in
the explicit expression for the remaining terms arises in that the latter is invariant under
BRST transformations which close modulo gauge transformations. While the action we
present is invariant under an off-shell nilpotent charge. In order to compare with the
formulation in [2] and [6], one may perform the change of variables:

V = -C i3 ,

A = — 2iC]2,

vA = 2iCA. (24)

We show now how to obtain the SUSY algebra from our nilpotent BRST algebra.
Let us consider the transformation law for Afl. We define the SUSY transformation by

fiAtl : = 8 A t l J £ ; 1 = o

we then have from (18)

The SUSY algebra thus closes up to a gauge transformation generated by Cn as
required.

The SUSY transformation for MA may be obtained by considering an equivalent
BR.ST formulation to (13). Instead of considering the constraint (10a) we may take
equivalently

A



The associated BR.ST charge is then given by

ilL= / (PxejX-iV.Cx)^ A-Cun1 -2iCAr}A

CxM
A^)A+ClM

Ar)A -

comparing with (13) we see some other terms coming from the new choice of constraints.
The BRST charge is again nilpotent when acting on the configuration space of the fields
after the elimination of the auxiliary ones. The nilpotent BRST transformation laws
are now

jjMA - -2iCA + C\MA,

bCA = --CnM
A +CACU

A A

there are analogous changes for M and C , while the transformation law for the
other fields are as in (18). We define as before the SUSY transformations of MA and
CA. We have

6MA :=8MA \Ci=a

We then obtain

= -2it)CA - -ClxM
A

- --Cn6MA - -CUCA

as required. As shown the full SUSY algebra, results from our nilpotent BRST charge.
The combination of constraints we have considered corresponds to a canonical change
ofcoordinat.es in the original symplectic geometry.

In summary, -we introduced a topological action with a large class of local
symmetries, whose held equations are the Seiberg-Witten monopole equations found
in [1]. By following a covariant gauge fixing procedure we obtained a covariant BRST
invariant effective action . The BRST generator obtained is nilpotent off-shell. The
canonical construction of the nilpotent BR.ST charge has been carried out without any
further requirements on the base manifold beyond those assumed for the set up of action
(1). This construction uses particular properties of the BRST charge for this topological
theory. Finally we show how the twisted N=2 supersymmetric algebra used to get the
Seiberg-Witten topological theory may be directly obtained from our nilpotent BRST
charge. This last result shows that the supersymmetry is hidden within the BRST
symmetry and it seems not to be the main ingredient in the whole Seiberg-Witten
construction.
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